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Spin-reorientation transitions in TbFeO, are investigated. It is shown that they may be regarded as 
transitions of the Jahn-Teller type. The parameters of isotropic and of anisotropic R-Fe exchange are 
determined (a ~ 7 0  kQe, b z 19 kOe). It is shown that the R-Fe interaction shifts the antiferromagnetic 
ordering point of the Tb3+ ions and has a considerable effect on the cant angle of the magnetic sublattices 
of the Fe3+ ions (at T-5 K, the change of the cant angle -40%). The importance is noted of the Van 
Vleck interaction of the quasidoublet ground state of the Tb3+ ion with the excited states. 

PACS numbers: 75.30.Kz, 71.70.Ej, 75.5O.Gg, 75.30.Et 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There have recently ,been intensive investigation of 
mangetic phase transitions of the spin-reorientation 
type (SR transitions) in rare-earth orthoferrites (ROF). ' 
The variety of the magnetic properties observed in these 
compounds is determined, as a rule, by the peculiari- 
ties of the magnetism of the rare-earth ion (RI) in the 
orthoferrite structure and by the anisotropy of the ex- 
change interaction of the rare-earth and iron ions. At 
low temperatures, the magnetic behavior of the RI de- 
pends substantially on the character of the wave func- 
tions of its lower energy levels. A good material for  
study of the influence of the ground state of the RI on 
the magnetic properties of a crystal is terbium ortho- 
ferrite, in which two phase transitions a re  observed 
at low temperatures; during them the weakly ferro- 
magnetic moment, which at high temperatures is di- 
rected along the c axis of the crystal, with lowering of 
the temperature deviates to the a axis, and then again 
returns to i ts  original state. 

In Refs. 3-5, phase transitions and H- T diagrams 
were investigated in TbFe03 at  low temperatures, and 
the important role of dipole R-Fe interaction and of 
specimen shape in the phenomena considered was 
demonstrated. But in the theoretical i n ~ e s t i ~ a t i o n , ~ - ~  

the nonisotropic part  of the exchange R-Fe interaction 
was neglected, and this led to difficulties in the inter- 
pretation of the magnetic properties [in particular, of 
the m,(T) relation]. 

The present paper is devoted chiefly to explanation 
of the mechanisms of SR transitions in TbFe03 on the 
basis of microscopic ideas regarding the energy spec- 
trum and the wave functions of the ~ b ~ '  ion in TbFe03. 
It is shown that the high-temperature transition1) r4 - rz can be regarded a s  a magnetic phase transition of 
Jahn-Teller type. The low- temperature transition is 
more complicated. I t  occurs in two stages. First ,  a t  
T,= 3.3 K antiferromagnetic ordering occurs in the 
rare-earth subsystem (T2 -rsz); then a t  TRZz3. 1 K 
this produces a reverse SR transition r2 - r4 in the sub- 
system of the ~ e ~ '  ions, in which the RI go over to the 
purely antiferromagnetic configuration r8(d:G;). 

During the comparison of the results of the theory 
with experiment, the R-Fe exchange-interaction con- 
stants a re  estimated. 

2. ~ b ~ +  IONS I N  RARE-EARTH ORTHOFERRITES 

In orthoferrites, the elementary cell contains four 
RT, which a r e  located a t  crystallographic positions 
having local environmental symmetry c:'. The ground 
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multiplet ' F ~  of the free non-Kramers Tb3' ion splits, 
in the crystalline field, into singlets, the nomenclature 
of whose wave functions is determined by the irreducible 
representations of the point group C ,  : A and B. The 
lowest two singlets of the Tb3' ion, quite clearly sep- 
arated from the excited states (El r 10' cm-I), form 
a quasidoublet (the energy gap between the levels in the 
quasidoublet is A, s 1 cm"), whose wave functions be- 
long to different representations of the group C ,  (A and 
B). This leads to the result that the magnetic moment 
of the Tb3' ion lies, at  low temperatures, in the ab 
plane of the crystal (since (A  I J , ~  B) = O), displaying an 
extremely anisotropic (Ising) behavior in the ab plane 
itself. Its Ising axis lies at  an angle a -36' to the 
a axis3) (Fig. I), and the magnetic moment along this 
axis is close to the maximum possible value moE 9 FB. 
We take the Ising axis a s  the z' axis of a local system 
of RI coordinates, and the y' axis along the c axis. 
Then the wave functions of the ground quasidoublet, 
corresponding to the maximum moment of the Tb3' ion, 
a r e  (in the local RI axes) 

Such a ground state of the Tb3' ion in TbFe03 leads 
to the result that its magnetic moment lies in the ab 
plane for any orientation of the external field. But a 
considerable susceptibility (xC- 10" cm3/g) and mag- 
netization (mc-2. 6 G cm3/g) have been detected4*' 
along the c axis of the crystal. The susceptibility X, 
in TbFeOs is independent of temperature (for T < El) 
and evidently has a Van Vleck origin; that is, i t  is caused 
by admixture of the excited states of the ~ b ~ '  ion to the 
ground state on application of a magnetic field and can 
be represented in the form (per FU) 

The value of the susceptibility X, can be explained if 
we suppose that in the expansion of the wave functions 
of the first  excited quasidoublet \A("), [B")), the state 

is represented with appreciable weight (- 1). In this 
case, on setting E ! ' ) ~ E ~ ~ ) = ~ O ~  cm-I, we get xVv 
= 2 ( g L p g f i ) 2 / ~ y )  = 1.3- lod cm3/g, which agrees 
fairly well with experimental data. 

Thus in order to explain the magnetic properties of 
TbFe03, i t  is necessary to take into account the excited 
states of the Tb3* ion. Then as will be shown below, 
an important role is acquired by asymmetric, aniso- 
tropic R-Fe exchange interaction, because of which, 
for example, an appreciable weakly ferromagnetic mo- 
ment appears along the c axis. 

In order to calculate the energy levels of the Tb3' 
ion in the crystalline field and in the effective field 
produced by the R-Fe and R-R interaction, we rep- 
resent the Hamiltonian of the ~ b ~ '  ion in the form 

FIG. 1. Directions of the 
Ising axes of the 7%" ions 
in TbFe03. 

where J is the operator of the total moment of the RI, 
is the operator of the crystalline field, Heff =H 

+H, +H, is the operator of the total effective field 
acting on the RI; H is the external magnetic field, H, 
is the effective field exerted on the given RI by the 
others (it will be determined below), and HR=Fe is the 
operator of the effective field produced by the ~ e ~ '  ions, 
which consists of two contributions, dipole and ex- 
change. The dipole contribution to the effective field 
can be represented in the form ~ t $ ~  =P* G, where the 
nonvanishing elements of the matrix $* a r e  p:,=p:, 
=pl ,p~,=p& =*p2 (the constants pi and p2 a re  deter- 
mined through dipole sums, calculation of which for 
TbFe03 gives p1 = 811.95 Oe, p2 = 2956.12 0e). 4, We 
represent the exchange contribution to the effective 
field, in the standard two-sublattice approximation, 
asi0 

where F and G are, respectively, the ferromagnetism 
and antiferromagnetism vectors of the ~ e ~ '  ions; L 
is the orbital moment of the RI; A(L) is a symmetric 
and B(L) an antisymmetric function with respect to 
reflection in the plane C,. The f i rs t  term of this ex- 
pression describes isotropic R-Fe exchange with small 
anisotropic corrections; the second describes aniso- 
tropic, asymmetric exchange. 5, 

At low temperatures, the principal contribution to the 
free energy comes from the lowest two levels of the 
~ b ~ '  ion, but in calculating them i t  is necessary to al- 
low for their interaction with the excited states. As a 
result, the behavior of the Tb3+ ion can be described by 
the following spin Hamiltonian: 

where V=-gLpB J .Herr. The eigenvalues of the spin 
Hamiltonian (6) can be represented in the form 

On using as  the wave functions of the ground state the 
functions (1) and of the first  excited state the functions 
(31, we get 
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A" ( A J ~ ) ' +  (mdl'd,)', 

(7) 
where mo=gLJpB =9pg,Heff =H + a F  +(p* + Bf)GI+H, 
is the total effective field acting on the RI, and B* is 
the matrix of asymmetric R-Fe exchange, whose non- 
vanishing elements a r e  

b,.*=bcos a ,  b.,*=+b sin a ,  b=i(AIB(L) Jz .IA"')I1'~ 

In calculating the matrix elements of the operator (5), 
we have neglected small  anisotropic corrections to 
A(L) and have se t  A(L) =A@) =a. 

3. THE THERMODYNAMIC POTENTIAL 

We represent the Hamiltonian of the Tb3* ions in 
TbFeO, in the form 

(8) 
where f?,, is the R-R interaction matrix of the ith and 
jth ions, the contributions to which come from dipole 
and exchange interactions between the RI. 

In order to obtain the thermodynamic potential of a 
system of RI interacting with each other, we use a vari- 
ational principle of statistical physics in the form pro- 
posed by Bogolyubov. " We represent the Hamiltonian 
of the system (8) in the form 

where 

The effective fields H; a r e  determined by minimization 
of the following f ree  energy": 

9 = - T  In Sp(e-"JT) +Sp(d2e-x"r)/Sp(e-"dr) ,  

(10) 
which in our case reduces to the farm 

where mi is the magnetic moment of the ith RI, 

On minimizing (11) with respect to ~ i ,  we find 

On substituting H i  in ( l l ) ,  we get the equilibrium f ree  
energy of the Tb3' ions with respect to the mi. As a 
result, the total free energy of TbFeO,, in the approxi- 
mation of four rare-earth sublattices, will be (per RI) 

where a, p = !, 2,3,4 a r e  the indices of the rare-earth 
sublattices; TUB a r e  the interaction matrices of the 
rare-earth sublattices, whose symmetry properties 
for ROF have been expounded quite completely. 

The magnetic moments of the rare-earth sublattices 
a r e  determined by the equation 

where the f i rs t  term determines a temperature-in- 
dependent Van Vleck contribution to the magnetization, 
while the second is caused by Zeeman splitting of the 
ground quasidoublet. In our case, with allowance for 
(7), the components of the magnetic moment of the ~ b ~ '  
ion in the local axes will be 

By using the linear character of the dependence of 
m z l  Y' on ElY', one can eliminate them from the ex- 
pression for the f ree  energy and represent the latter 
a s  a function solely of ma = W E ,  the components of the 
RI magnetic moments along the easy axis. This pro- 
cedure leads to an inconsequential (by virtue of the 
smallness of x,) renormalization of T.k,"' and of the 
effective fields Hz along the corresponding RI axes. 

On minimizing this f ree  energy with respect to F, 
with allowance for the relations F . G = 0 and G' = 1 
- ~ ~ = 1 ,  we get 

where 

H,= (dG,+qS., q,H,-dG.+q.H,) , AH,= (aM.R, aM/ ,  0) 

MIR='/, (m,+m2+m,+mI) w s  a ,  M,R='Ir (ml-m2+m,-m,) sin a ,  

i , = b , - ~ ~ ~ ( b  cosa + p a  )', b'r=br-~ v v  ( b  sina+p,)', h=bs-x p", 
- v v  

q.=pae+x asin2 a, q u = p ~ s + ~  a cost a ,  qr=pPa+y a, 
v v  v v  v v  

?i=X ( b  cos a + p i ) ,  za=X p', p1=p1 sin a-pr cos a ,  
v v  v v  

'=x sin a ,  y Y = ~  cos a ,  x '- 
Xvv v v  v v  v v  vv-%v 

The magnetic moments m, of the RI a r e  determined by 
the system of nonlinear equations ma = (mi H,/A,)~~(A,/  
T)(a =1,2,3,4). 

HmaHal'= (H.SaF,) c q  a+pG.* (H,+aP,) sin a + z ~ a , m , ,  
b 

p-p, cos a+p,  sin a .  
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The R-R interaction constants (TUB= T z y )  possess the 
following symmetry propertiess: 

T,,=Tw, T ,eT1 ,  TI1=T3,=-Tz, Tla=Tz,*Ts, TI,=Tz,-=Th. 

4. SPONTANEOUS PHASE TRANSITIONS IN  
TbFeO, 

Before passing on to a detailed analysis of the phase 
transitions determined by the free energy (161, we shall 
consider a simplified phenomenological model that re- 
flects the basic features of the phase transitions ob- 
served in TbFeO,. 

According to experimental data,519 a t  T>6 .5  K the 
spins of the ~ e ~ '  ions a r e  in phase r4(G, F,), and a t  
T,, = 6.5 K they change to phase rz(G, F,),  polarizing 
the ~ b ' '  ions along the a axis of the crystal according 
to mode FlCi. At R,, = 3.1 K the spins of the ~ e ~ '  ions 
return to their high-temperature configuration G, F,, 
while the ~ b ~ '  ions change to the antiferromagnetic 
phase rB(A$G;). Thus the behavior of the system during 
the phase transitions may be described by a multidi- 
mensional order parameter, containing F,, F,, G,, and 
G, (of the Fe subsystem and F:, Ci, A:, and G; (of the 
R subsystem). 

But after minimization of the free energy with respect 
to F, the components F, and F, may be eliminated; and 
in the rare-earth subsystem, because of the fact that 
the ~ b "  ions a re  of Ising nature, the number of com- 
ponents of the order parameter shrinks to two, for 
which we may choose 

Now m describes the mode FlCi ,  I the mode A: Gi. 
Then by minimizing the free energy with respect to m 
and eliminating m, we decrease the number of compo- 
nents of the order parameter to three: G,, G,, and I. 
Taking into account that G:+ GZ = 1, one can use, in- 
stead of two variables, one, for example the angle 9 
between G and the c axis of the crystal. Thus we have 
9=9('(8,1). Expanding 9 in cosQ and I, we get 

Angular phases a r e  here unimportant to us, therefore 
for the time being we neglect terms of higher order in 
cosg. The coefficients a,, a,,, 8, and 6 a r e  functions 
of temperature and can be calculated from (16). I t  is 
important that the coefficients ai and a, change sign 
near T i  and TRi. Therefore they may be represented 
in the form at  = a:(T - T:), a2 =~Y:(T - TRt); we shall 
suppose that 8 and 6 a re  temperature-independent and 
positive. 

Minimization of (17) with respect to 9 and 1 gives the 
following phases: 

In phase A, the rare-earth subsystem is in the para- 

magnetic state:) whereas the magnetic structure of the 
Fe sublattice is described by the irreducible represen- 
tation r4(G,F,) of the group D::. At T=TRi, phase A 
transforms to phase B, in which the magnetic structure 
of the F e  and R sublattices is described by the single 
irreducible representation r2(G,, F,, F:, Ci). At T = TN 
= T$ - 6 / 4 ,  the system transforms to phase C, where 
the R sublattice is described by the reducible repre- 
sentation r, and the iron, as before, by the irreducible 
representation r,. Phase C is stable until temperature 
T12 = (T, - &T,,)/(I- &), where c =~a:/6a:. In phase 
D, the magnetic structure of the Fe sublattice is de- 
scribed by the irreducible representation r4 and that of 
the rare-earth by r8. This phase is stable in the tem- 
perature interval 0 < T  < Tkz, where Tk, = (T: - tT,,)/(l 
- E). Since, the regions of existence of phases C and D 
overlap, aphase transition of the first  kind between them 
occurs a t  T = T,, = (TA, + TR,)/2. Thus this model reflects 
qualitatively the principal features of the phase trans- 
formations observed in TbFe03. 

For a more detailed, quantitative description of these 
phase transitions, we shall s tar t  from the free energy 
(16) obtained earlier for TbFeO,; when H =0, this is 

where Ai,, = XmoG, + ( k ~ :  +T:)m & T; 1 a r e  the splittings 
of the lowest levels of RI occupying, respectively, po- 
sitions l, 4 and 2,3;') 

h=p+da cos a / A ,  k=(am. ws a) ' /A ,  

K ~ ~ = K ~ + K ~ ~ = - o .  K , " ~ = ~ , , [  ( b  cos a+p,)'-p"], KlF'>O, 

T,o-moZ(T,+T2+T3+T,),  ~ n o = m o 2 ( ~ , - T , - ~ , + ~ , ) .  

The values of 9, m, and I that determine the equilibri- 
um states of the system a r e  found from the condition 
that the free energy (18) shall be a minimum; they sat- 
isfy the following system of nonlinear equations: 

sin OIKlOcos ~ + K , ~ E O S ~  0-Amom-kmz cos 01 =O. 

The results of solution of these equations a r e  shown in 
Fig. 2 and a r e  interpreted as follows. 

A. Reorientational transiton r4 + r2 
In this case I =0, and we may se t  At =A2. The tem- 

perature a t  which instability of the phase r4(G,F,) 
occurs is determined by the condition 

and is 

It is essentially the point where there is a change of 
sign of the anisotropy constant Kt(T) determined by the 
expansion of the free energy in cosg: 
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cos e FIT: 

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the angle 0 between the 
vector G and the c axis of the crystal (a), of the antiferromag- 
netism vector I of the RI (b), and of the lowest two levels of 

ions located in different nonequivalent positions (c): 
solid line, positions 1, 4 (2,3); dashed line, positions 2, 3 (1, 
4). The dotted lines correspond to metastable or unstable 
states. Numerical calculation for K! =0.656.10-1%rg/ion, 
KY =0.4 K!, T; =4.3 K, T: =-0.9 K. 

where 

mo' K,==K,'-x~I: If,-K;*-2k (G)' + l(+)' , 1. = 7. 
3 m T-T 

Q 

It is evident that the change of sign of KI(T) with 
lowering of temperature occurs because of magneti- 
zation of the RI in the effective field X (the term -XTh2 
in K,). The temperature TR1, a t  which the process of 
rotation of the vector G is  completed, and the system 
changes to phase r 2 ,  i s  

T, , '= [ i . t i z , t  (Tq3+k)m']larth m', 

In order to explain the mechanism of the phase tran- 
sition r, - r,, we consider the behavior of the lowest 
energy levels of the ~ b ~ '  ions during the reorientation 
process (Fig. 2c). In the high-temperature phase 
r 4 ( ~ , ~ , ) ,  which is stabilized by the anisotropy energy 
of the Fe3' ions, their splitting is zero; that is, the 
ground state of the ~ b ~ '  ions i s  degenerate. The de- 
generacy can be removed a s  a result of deformation of 
the magnetic structure of the ~ e ~ '  ions, i. e .  deviation 
of the vector G from the a axis of the crystal. The en- 
ergy of the ground state of the RI is thereby lowered. 
On the other hand, deformation of the magnetic struc- 
ture entails an energy disadvantage (because of the ani- 
sotropy energy). Competition of these two mechanisms 
determines the phase transition r4 +rz, during which 
the degeneracy of the ground state of the ~ b ~ '  ions is 
removed. Thus the phase transition r4 -r2 in TbFe03 
may be regarded as a cooperative phase transition of 
the Jahn-Teller type. 

B. Antiferromagnetic ordering of the RI and the reserve 
reorientational transition r2 + r4 

On further lowering of the temperature, as  is shown 
by analysis of equations (191, the state of the RI with 
I = 0 becomes unstable, and the system acquires a non- 
zero antiferromagnetic RI moment (Fig. 2b). The anti- 
ferromagnetic ordering point TN is distinct from the 
~ i e l  temperature TO,, which i s  determined by the inter- 
nal interactions of the RI, and is found from the equa- 
tion 

Am,+ (TQ0+k) (l-TNIT,v)'"=TN arth (1-T,/TN""*, (23) 

whose solution in the case 7 = ~ m o / ( ~ ! :  - TO, - 8 )  << 1 is 

Thus the R-Fe interaction shifts the antiferromagnetic 
ordering point of the RI. An estimate of the amount of 
the shift of the Nbel point for the parameters indicated 
in Fig. 2 gives TN- 0.8 9,. 

To determine the stability range of the low-tempera- 
ture phase, in which cos9 = 0, we expand the f ree  en- 
ergy in cos9, representing i t  in the form (21). The 
corresponding expansion coefficients K, and K,, which 
have the meaning of anisotropy constants, depend on the 
antiferromagnetism vector I of the RI, which is deter- 
mined by the equation I = tanh(?,l/~). The expression 
for Ki(T, I) has exactly the same form as in (21), but in 
i t  the susceptibility X ,  of the RI, in consequence of their 
antiferromagnetic ordering, is decreased and is 

The decrease of x T  with lowering of temperature (be- 
cause of increase of I) leads to a second change of sign 
of K,, a t  Ti,, and stabilization of the phase r, (Fig. 3). 
The point Tk, of loss of stability of the low-tempera- 
ture phase is determined by the condition K1(T, I) = 0 
and satisfies the equation 

whose solution for [ = (T,, - Ti)/2TR,<< 1 is 

From the relations obtained and from experimental 

FIG. 3. Temperature de- 
pendence of the second- 
order anisotropy constant 
of the crystal in the ac 
plane (schematic). 
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data we shall estimate the constants of antisymmetric 
and of isotropic R-Fe exchange ( b  and a). As has al- 
ready been indicated above, an appreciable value of the 
magnetic moment m, along the c axis of the crystal is 
produced by polarization of the RI a s  a result of anti- 
symmetric R-Fe exchange. From the expression (16) 
for the free energy, i t  is easy to obtain the value of m, 
in phase r4 : 

m . = m ~ , + ~ ~ ~ ( b  cos a+p,), (26) 

where m ~ ,  =-pFc d/A. On setting mc=2. 6 G cm3/ 
g, m ,= 1 G cm3/g, and X, = 10"' cm3/g, we get b 

19 kOe. The constant a of isotropic R-Fe exchange 
will be estimated from the relation (20). Supposing 
that K p  has, a s  in Y F ~ o ~ , ~ ~  the value K~~~ = 0.556 lomi6 
erg/ion, and that K~~ = 0.1 erg/ion, T,, = 6.5 K, 
and T:- 0, we get X=3 kOe. Hence i t  follows that the 
isotropic field on the ~ b ~ *  ions, which appears because 
of canting of the sublattice of ~ e ~ '  ions, is ad/A 
=(X -p)/cosa 700 Oe (9 = 2394 Oe); and for (d/A 1 - 
we have la 1 70 kOe. 

We note that such an appreciable value of the con- 
stant of isotropic R-Fe exchange can lead, at  low tem- 
peratures, to a substantial change of the cant angle of 
the magnetic moments of the Fe  sublattice. We shall 
estimate, for example, the value of the weakly ferro- 
magnetic moment in the phase r2. According to (15) 
we have F,=F:+UM;/A, where F;=d/A and M:= x,X. 
As a result, at  T- 5 K and H D = d / p F e  = lo3 Oe we get 
AF,/F:= 40%. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The analysis presented shows that the spin-reorienta- 
tion transition r4 -r2 in TbFe03 can be regarded a s  a 
cooperative transition of the Jahn-Teller type (Fig. 2c). 
In such a transition, polarization of the ~ b ~ *  ions occurs 
under the influence of R-Fe interaction according to the 
mode FLC;. In this phase, under the influence of the 
R-Fe interaction, there occurs an additional change of 
the cant angle of the iron sublattices (at T- 5 K the cant 
angle changes by 40%). The low-temperature phase 
transition is more complicated and is accomplished in 
two stages. F i r s t  there occurs, at  T = TN, an ordering 
of the Tb3' ions according to the representation rs2 (by 
a phase transition of the second kind). Antiferromag- 
netic ordering of the Tb3* ions produces, at  T = T ,,, the 
reverse transition r2 -rq in the Fe subsystem and the 
transition ra2 -re in the R subsystem. It has been 
shown that the R-Fe interaction shifts the Nee1 point 
of the Tb3' ions (- 20%). We have noted the important 
role of asymmetric R-Fe interaction and of Van Vleck 
susceptibility of the Tb3' ions in the shaping of the mag- 
netic properties of TbFe03 at low temperatures. From 
a comparison of the results of the theory with experi- 
mental data, we have determined the constants of R-Fe 

exchange interaction ( ~ ~ 7 0  kOe, b =  19 kOe). 

The authors express their thanks to A. M. Kadomtseva 
for valuable comments during discussion of the results 
of the research. 

 he indices r, denote the magnetic configurations possible 
in orthoferrites. Thus, for example, the modes F, , G, . C, 
of the Fe3+ ions and the modes F; , C; of the ions (in 
Bertaut's notation) exist in the configuration r2. We recall 
that to each configuration rt corresponds an irreducible 
representation of the space group@: that determines the 
symmetry of orthoferrites. Indices rl, denote reducible 
representations containing the representations Ti and r, . 
To them correspond angular magnetic configurations. 

2)There i s  only one symmetry element, a mirror  reflection 
plane parallel to the ab plane of the crystal. 

3)The signs + and -pertain to the positions 1, 3 and 2, 4, 
respectively, of the RI in the elementary ce1L8 

4 ) ~ h e s e  values a re  close to the corresponding parameters for 
HoFe03 calculated in Ref. 8. 

5 ) ~ n  Refs. 3-5 only the first term of the R-Fe interaction was 
taken into account, although in orthoferrites the antisym- 
metric R-Fe interaction dominates. 

6 ) ~ e  note that in this phase the R-Fe interaction (mainly its 
asymmetric part) leads to a weak polarization of the RI along 
the c axis of the crystal because of the Van Vleck syscepti- 
bility of the ions. 

 ere we set  Ao=O, since its value is small4 (A,S  1 K) and 
has practically no influenece on the subsequent results. 
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